• Create a compare/contrast map for two characters
• Must have a Point/Counterpoint – minimum of 4 examples
Walt Disney's film, *Remember the Titans*

**FOR:** How do these characteristics relate to the big ideas on your c/e map OR how do they relate to the universal theme of change?
Elaboration Strategies/Techniques

Clarification

Example → Addition

Compare/Contrast

Cause/Effect

Describe

Describe Figuratively

4 Types of Examples

General
Personal experience
Omniscient/"all-knowing"
Experience
Observed experience

Experience of others

Anecdote
Brief narrative that supports the opinion

For example,
To exemplify,
This was exemplified in/when
For instance,
This was evident
One example
To illustrate,
Another example,

Additionally,
Also,
Equally important,
Furthermore,
In addition,
As if that were not enough,
Likewise,

Compare/Contrast

In the same way,

;however,
;whereas,
;nevertheless,

;but
On the other hand,

As opposed to
Conversely,
Similarly,

By comparison,
as well as
just as
at the same time

Conversely,
Similarly,

;however,
;whereas,
;nevertheless,

;but
On the other hand,

As opposed to
Conversely,

;however,
;whereas,
;nevertheless,

;but
On the other hand,
Practice with Transitions

Talk it off the map

Character 1

Character 2

To show similarities between the two

Both
As well as
Similarly,
Also
By comparison
like

Walt Disney’s film, Remember the Titans